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Over the course of history, the structure of societies and the relations
between different societies have been shaped to a great extent by the flow of
information in them (Diamond, 1997). The mainstream adoption of the
Internet and Web has changed the physics of information diffusion. Until a
few years ago, the major barrier for someone who wanted a piece of
information to spread through a community was the cost of the technical
infrastructure required to reach a large number of people. Today, with
widespread access to the Internet, this bottleneck has largely been removed.
It is commonly accepted that the appearance of the web put into question
the traditionally applied practices, introducing a bottom-up model for
information flow. Both universality of the new medium and its technological
infrastructure which supports enhanced interactivity, lead to new norms as
regards the ability to publish, especially for citizens with little to none access
to mass-media.
While the message remains at the discretion of the information holder
and the medium is defined by its various technological and communicative
characteristics, publishing rules constitute the most controversial aspect of the
triptych of effective information diffusion in the case of the web.
The parameters of web publishing rules, in their entirety, set up a grid of
interrelated connections, much like the web’s very own structural form. In
order to discuss and clarify the most important and influential factors which
model contemporary web publishing it is useful to categorize them under two
broad sections: a) technological factors and b) socio-economic factors which
also include the moral and legal ones. This is a working categorization and
there are obviously many other valid and probably more detailed ways for one
to organize such a multitude of issues, but the proposed twofold classification
facilitates the diachronic comparison between the web and offline media, and
remains focused on the big picture from the communicative point of view.
a) The technological factors are intimately embodied to the deep structure of
the medium and are directly related to the technological literacy of
information providers. It is worth noting that the web in its original form
as conceived by its inventor Tim Berners Lee was as much a place for
retrieving information as for publishing information: “The idea was that
anybody who used the web would have a space where they could write and
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so the first browser was an editor, it was a writer as well as a reader”
(Berners-Lee, 2005). During the lifetime of the web up to now this has
changed twice: during the first years it was proved that authoring markup
was not as easy as initially anticipated and special craftsmen (web authors)
mediated the publishing process from the information holder to the public.
These were not cases of gatekeepers in the sense that the term appears with
respect to traditional media, but in any case it detained the whole process.
Later on, dynamic content management software and especially the
platforms for blogging restored the balance to its initial potential and it
may be claimed that from a technological perspective the bottom-up model
may be successfully implemented since (a) advances in the field of
information architecture make it easier to retain information well
organized (Wodtke, 2002) and (b) modern web publishing software
facilitates adequately the whole process and guarantees ease-of-use for the
less experienced users.
b) The socio-economic factors cover a wide range of publishing constraints
including financial costs (hardware and software, along web access and
hosting) and expanding to legal matters since the international character of
the medium de facto overcomes national publishing laws. The whole range
of socio-economics factors poses severe obstacles to the bottom-up model,
since –contrarily to the technological factors–offline media rules apply to
the web in much the same way. Small scale sites resemble the financial
status of small scale media businesses (e.g. small local radio stations) and
their ability to attract visitors is limited by their advertising and
promotional budget. On the other hand, it should be noted that this
analogous status should not lead to the conclusion that as far as
information diffusion is concerned both types of media are alike in each
and every detail. For example, smart metadata which increase the
findability of the bearing information (Morville, 2005), may be a
comparative asset for small web-based content providers, leading to more
effective news dissemination and thus favoring the bottom-up paradigm.
The advances brought by the web to the individual user’s ability to
publish information accessible to all other users, resulted in the phenomenon
of information overflow, which in turn questioned the structural patterns used
up to that temporal point in fields related to archival sciences. Information
architecture, information literacy and findability have become key topics
regarding the ability of the audiences to locate and pull the information they
need.
Taking into consideration the above mentioned factors it may be
concluded that due to the decentralized structure of the web the final
recipients of information have (at least theoretically) the same power as the
big information centers. The term “theoretically” refers to the fact that in
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practice various constraints –especially of the socio-economic category of
factors– actually lessen the strength of the individual’s transmitter signal in
terms of availability and decrease the possibility to reach wide audiences, as
opposed to the big information centers which operate in both the offline
media sector and the web.
Therefore it would be more accurate for one to conclude that potentially
an independent information provider may reach each and every web surfer,
but there are practical limitations in the form of constraints which reduce the
target audience. Still, beyond these limitations, the web as a medium to store
and diffuse information, under the constraints mentioned above (which take
the form of rules), remains an expanded system, which can be enriched at any
time, from any place and from anyone with access to a computer and an
internet connection.
After all the users of the web, which both produce and consume its
content constantly increase in numbers and so does the content. What is new –
due to the web– in this process is the directionality of information production
and diffusion: instead of the traditional top-down model, or the socially
attractive bottom-up scenario, we are facing a multidirectional information
diffusion pattern where both the above models can be found in real life cases.
Since this is not a zero-sum game, a continuous trade off in terms of
expansion takes place between the two models, which after all benefits the
new player in the game: the bottom-up model.
Linear media such as press, radio and TV, are traditionally structured after the
guidelines of a decision-making center. The appearance of the Web, which
entails notions as interaction and real-time projection, information uploads
and downloads, came out with specific changes in the underlying system of
mass media.
The news is not a closed-integrated product as it was in traditional media; it is
constantly under creation. It is activated once the reader-user asks for it to
appear on screen and then returns to its immaterial-invisible state of an IT
code stored in a server. Thus, while analogue-linear media lend themselves to
direct reading, digital non-linear media require the user to possess a “synthetic
ability”. The process of informing involves the lay reader-user who is in turn
able to assume the role of the reporter if they wish so.
Audience’s ability to reach the digital media’ daily news agenda was the
cause of the appearance of independent media, which in turn “filter” and
influence official media. On the other hand, official media need to overcome
this overflow of information as well as maintain the credibility of previous
times. This leads to a constant dialogue between official media reporters and
the audience. A loop of information flow, filtering and enrichment arises,
where linear and non-linear media support each other and a new structure of
writing is being established. Alongside a new trend arises; it is nowadays
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journalism that re-approaches audience’s interests and main problems.
Journalism re-invents it’s social scope. That new trend, mainly due to new
technologies, is civic-journalism.
In that point of view, the Web as a decentralized information space,
offers users the freedom and the power to upload any kind of data so as other
people will be able to see it. But as Steven Johnson claims portals and search
engines exist in the first place because the Web is a tremendously
disorganized space, a system where the disorder grows right alongside the
overall volume. Yahoo and Google function, in a way, as a new medium, a
man-made antidote to the Web’s natural chaos, an engineered attempt to
restore structure to a system that is incapable of generating structure on its
own. This is the oft-noted paradox of the Web: the more information that
flows into its reservoirs, the harder it becomes to find any single piece of
information in that sea. That is why many researchers claim that search
engines such as “google.com” act nowadays more like a mass medium than
just a simple algorithmic search engine.
Since HTML-based links are one-directional, the Web lacks the complex
interactivity of the bottom-up systems, where relationships are mutual and the
interaction between neighbors has an impact on the overall system. A bottomup structure would allow the overall system to comprise two levels of
application, computation and emergence, as most “intelligent” systems do.
The computation level may be conceived as a more general technological
layer, a designed framework of software and hardware. On the other hand, the
global emergence level may be conceived as a phenomenal and behavioral
product of the above technological layer. Such a distinction can be easily
made in a common computation system between the software and the material
“machine” and its phenomenali products, the screen image and the sound
produced: each level supports and generates the other. The key distinction lies
in the relation between those two levels: within the daily operational use of
the computer, causality is precise and instant: I type and, with some luck,
letters appear on the screen. In emergent systems there does not exist such
simple correspondence between the essential and the phenomenal (cause and
effect) but rather a complex tangled causality generating facts and events that
appear to be introducing a novelty, something more (Whitelaw, 2004, p. 215).
Self-organizing systems use feedback to bootstrap themselves into a
more orderly structure. Given that the Web’s feedback-intolerant, one-way
linking, there’s no way for the network to learn as it grows, which is why it’s
now so dependent on search engines to rein in its natural chaos (Emergence,
p. 121). This is an algorithmic problem, not a representational one. This
means that the message and the medium as they are, need rules in order to
become more performent. Rules that will encourage the production and
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dispersion of data, news and knowledge based on the activities of the
participants.
In that point of view, news media are changing quite radically today in
ways that differ substantially from traditional media. Traditional media
involve deadlines, top-down reporting, are expensive and so far, are
profitable. New media involve new technology, are 24/7, interactive,
inexpensive, and in the case of online news media, mostly unprofitable.
‘Networked Journalism’ is collaborative - professionals and amateurs working
together. Boundaries are crossed to share facts, questions, answers, ideas, and
perspectivesii. New journalism raises many ethical issues. It also presents us
with paradoxes. Different viewpoints, different languages, different cultures,
values and goals are encountered whenever we cross boundaries. These
differences have to be understood somehow because they affect our everyday
lives and our perceptions of distant others – and indeed our actions.
Internet, mobile telephones, web sites and cyber communities represent a
huge change for the media. A change that means we should give much greater
attention to online spaces. Some say that the Internet makes possible a ‘space
of flows’iii. Media operate today in a complex world in which this ‘space of
flows’ contributes to a view that the risk of insecurity of mind or body is high
and trust in authoritative viewpoints is low. But when we privilege new online
spaces and technologies, it is easy to forget about the mundane, familiar
practices that happen in the near and distant places that we encounter
everyday through the media.
Unlike earlier mechanisms for spreading information at the grassroots
level, weblogs are open to frequent widespread observation, and thus offer an
inexpensive opportunity to capture large volumes of information flows at the
individual level. Furthermore, recent electronic publication standards allow us
to gather dated news articles from sources such as Reuters and the AP
Newswire in order to analyze weblogs in the context of current affairs; these
sources have enormous influence on the content of weblogs.
The weblog could be a way for building consensus according to Ito
(2004). Jürgen Habermas describes how people could build such a consensus.
Several researchers have connected Habermas’ theoryiv to what we call the
blogosphere, the network of bloggers. (Thompson, 2003; Mortensen &
Walker, 2002) These researchers question whether the blogosphere can
comply with what Habermas calls the public sphere. The public sphere is a
domain of social life in which public opinion can be formed according to
Habermas. This domain is accessible for all people. Part of the public sphere
is constituted by the conversations that take place whenever people meet and
form a public. (Thompson, 2003). Habermas distinguishes three aspects on
basis of these salons and coffeehouses which constitute the public sphere:
“not equality, but a total disregard of status, the problematisation of areas
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that until then had not been questioned, and the principal of the public as
inclusive, not exclusive.” (Mortensen & Walker, 2002: 258).
Based on that philosophy, three basic aspects of Internet can be
distinguished as regards news and journalismv:
1. Internet as a primary source of information: it is a scope of publicity, a
different parallel public sphere at the disposal of individuals, organizations
and companies to publish information in.
2. Internet as a tool: several applications of the Internet, the e-mail topping
the list, render the Internet a useful working tool for the modern reporter.
3. Internet as a medium: apart from being a primary source of information
and a useful tool, the Internet, namely the World Wide Web is also a
platform for the development of new media.
Journalism has been affected by the digital wave of that Convergence
and by the new digital era that has been exercising a tremendous impact on
each and every aspect of human communication.
In particular, new digital media reform journalism on six fields:
1. The content-message of new digital mass media is wider and comprises
several distinct forms subsumed in a whole, new “package”vi. This is a
convergence of different information genres. Text, sound, picture, video
as well as information describing and classifying the rest of information
converge into a single – and not essentially uniform – flow of information
(bits). The range of communication media has been increasing. Another
major feature of new media and multimedia at large is the use of
hyperlinksvii. It is a new method of narrative that helps transmission of
information expand dramatically in comparison with linear narrative and
conventional communication models in printed and electronic journalism
(e.g. reverse pyramid). The basic question governing journalism “What is
news?” is re-posed within the framework of the new digital media that
determine new working methods.
2. The way reporters work has undergone dramatic changes. New powerful
tools for the collection and production of news offer immense potential but
also cause several problems. Moreover, the new digital media also change
the working methods of reporter (e.g. new methods of narrative, different
methods of visual communication, 24-hour “real time”). Such changes in
the way work is conducted exercise a tremendous effect on the form of the
transmitted message.
3. The structure of the news production system has been changing
dramatically. Namely, both information organizations as businesses and
the news production groups operating within such organizations
(newsrooms) are obliged to adapt to the new state of affairs in the digital
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world. That state has already led to crucial restructuring of the ownership
of several press organizations, mergers and takeovers being most typical of
it. Furthermore, new structures must take into serious consideration the
universality of the new digital media and the broader geographical area
that is now easily approachable.
4. Another crucial quality typical of the new digital media is the element of
interaction. In the new media the receptor of the message also sends
messages to the medium as well as to the general public of each medium.
Via the potential provided by the digital world, interaction between the
reporter and the public is feasible on the very moment a piece of news is
published.
5. The immediate and constant response and finally the assessment of public
places even more stress on the responsibility reporters shoulder and the
importance of their vocation. In the new digital environment of corporate
as well as independent digital media, where information flows so rapidly,
the social responsibility assumed by reporters is huge. From that
perspective journalism, as already mentioned, is “re-invented”viii, its
deeply social role being discovered (that trend is termed “civic
journalism”ix). Hence, journalism sets new goals alongside the provision
of information. Those new goals:
5.1. place more emphasis on the interaction with the public and restructure
the relations between the public and the media, facing the public not as
a consumer but rather as a transmitter
5.2. regard journalism as the provider of integrated expanded services and
not merely news
5.3. regard journalism as the pioneer in the creation of a new, digital public
sphere that is bound to ensure the active participation of as many
citizens as possible.
6. New digital media form the relations anew between press organizations,
journalists, advertisers and advertised, the sources, legal and executive
power and the public. Especially with regard to the public, the new media
offer the chance for individualization, that is their being individually usedconsumed by the public. Practically, any user may form the contents they
shall be receiving from a medium, basically as regards the type as well as
the form, in accordance with their preferences. In that way the news
(message) searches for the receptor and not vice versax. However, that
tendency towards individualization does not necessarily lead to seclusion.
The interactive character of new media allows individual properties to be
easily integrated into broader social forms (that tendency is rather typical
of independent media). Moreover, new digital media set new rules in the
field of competition. Having access to a potentially global public and
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aiming to cover the full range of news, with a view to ultimately serve
isolated receptors (individual use) instead of a mass public alone, new
digital media must equally cater for all dual levels, namely local and
global, national and international, general and specific so as to meet the
requirements of their vocation and survive stiff competition.
In light of the above, all the component parts of a communication
formula (sender, medium, message, the way a message is produced, the
receptor and the aim of communication process) seem to be changing as long
as media work within a digital and interconnected environment. Therefore,
should we contrast the traditional communication modelsxi versus new digital
media on the internet, the following conclusions are reached:
• In new communication media the Gieber and Johnson model may be
applicable, according to which the sources tend to simulate or have been
simulated with the communicator-journalist. With specific reference to the
digital – online media that means the source functions as the
communicator.
• In the new media, massiveness is on the wane whilst the absolute power
of the transmitter is restrained and the receptor becomes more and more
powerful.
• Journalists as gatekeepers of news take their work far more seriously for
they are not the only “gate” through which news enters the public sphere.
Gates have multiplied.
• Following the boom of new technologies the potential of information
release increased dramatically. Information media increased in number as
well whilst the role of the source often identifies with that of the
communicator-journalist. Hence, news supply and demand are
unbalanced, whereas the application or the effect of news on society
remains unaltered. Oversupply is not essentially harmful or negative.
Theoretically the user is supplied with a wider range of options and access
to media. Should those increased options be combined with the growth of
interaction, then the final user will indeed be benefited. Also, the creation
of digital tools facilitating the collection, infiltration and classification of
the information-news is bound to favor the increase of demand versus the
supply of news.
• The conventional media as well as the flow of news was considered to be
flowing from centers (developed countries) towards the periphery
(developing countries). On the internet the concepts of center and
periphery disposes of every geographical sense and is no longer in force, at
least theoretically. In practice though the internet is still considered to
concern a certain center, namely the USA and the E.U, especially Northern
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Europe. However, its nature and character, as described by N.
Negropontexii, allow independent “players” to enter the center.
Conclusions
In light of the above mentioned the following remarks could be made:
• There is a dynamic interactive relation between the transmitter and the
receptor.
• The convergence of telecommunications, information technologies and
the media has led to the creation of a new form of contents.
• Within that new communication process the receptor is able to function
as a transmitter as well not only by reproducing information but also by
attributing new qualities to it, leading to the creation of new information
data without loss of their original character. Additionally, the receptor is
able to insert new information-news thus enriching the information
system.
• The evolution of the message-news within the new technological
environments (online media) is reconsidered as regards its contents as
well as its effect on the communication process total. New digital media
are their message itself.
• The open form of media renders the message flexible and constantly
processable thus dictating a new way of writing and presenting it.
• Messages-news develop on a non-linear basis, into individual sections.
The reverse communication pyramid is substituted for by a loose net
consisting of several smaller individual reverse communication
pyramids interconnected with hyperlinks.
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